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industrial revolution test review - moderneuropeanhistory’–’nikula’’’’industrialrevolutiontestreview’ ’ ’
19st’3positiveandnegativelong ]termeffectsoftheindustrialrevolution. the industrial revolution - loudoun
county public schools - the industrial revolution was a time when power-driven machinery and factories
became widespread. summative assessment 2: unit test for industrial times - industrial times ©2002,
2003 beaconlearningcenter rev. 04.16.03 7 essay (100 points): • the industrial revolution brought about many
changes in the way people in the industrialized countries lived. compare the conditions in pre-industrial
revolution society with the resulting conditions after the industrial revolution occurred. global regents
review packet 14 - st. francis preparatory ... - global regents review packet 14 - page 8 of 18 a long-term
result of the industrial revolution in europe was (1) an increase in the number of small farms (2) a decline in
international trade (3) a general rise in the standard of living (4) a strengthening of the economic power of the
nobility 803-19 the industrial revolution chapter review - la conner - 6. a. although the industrial
revolution first took place in great britain, the country quickly shared its inventions and knowledge with others.
b. although the industrial revolution first took place in great britain, the country placed restrictions on sharing
its inventions and knowledge with others. 7. a. the industrial revolution in the united states - teacher
guide - the industrial revolution is a complex set of economic, technological, and social changes that occurred
over a substantial period of time. teachers should consider the documents in this collection as tools for
stimulating student thinking about aspects of the industrial revolution. the industrial revolution washougal - review and preview the early 1800s saw the new nation growing larger and developing a sense
of pride. students will now focus on the impact of the new technology of the industrial revolution. how did the
new technology of section focus question the industrial revolution change the way americans lived? before you
begin the lesson for the day,
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